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ABSTRACT
Deep observations of galaxies reveal faint extended stellar components (hereafter ESCs) of streams, shells,
and halos. These are a natural prediction of hierarchical galaxy formation, as accreted satellite galaxies are
tidally disrupted by their host. We investigate whether or not global properties of the ESC could be used to test
of dark matter, reasoning that they should be sensitive to the abundance of low-mass satellites, and therefore
the underlying dark matter model. Using cosmological simulations of galaxt formation in the favoured Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) and Warm Dark Matter (WDM) models (mWDM = 0.5, 1, 2keV/c2), which suppress the
abundance of low-mass satellites, we find that the kinematics and orbital structure of the ESC is consistent
across models. However, we find striking differences in its spatial structure, as anticipated – a factor of ∼
10 drop in spherically averaged mass density between ∼ 10% and ∼ 75% of the virial radius in the more
extreme WDM runs (mWDM=0.5, 1 keV/c2) relative to the CDM run. These differences are consistent with
the mass assembly histories of the different components, and are present across redshifts. However, even the
least discrepant of the WDM models is incompatible with current observational limits on mWDM. Importantly,
the differences we observe when varying the underlying dark matter are comparable to the galaxy-to-galaxy
variation we expect within a fixed dark matter model. This suggests that it will be challenging to place limits
on dark matter using only the unresolved spatial structure of the the ESC.
Subject headings: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution — dark matter — methods: numerical
1. INTRODUCTION
Arguably the defining prediction of the canonical Cold
Dark Matter (CDM) model of cosmological structure forma-
tion is that dark matter haloes should contain an abundance of
low-mass substructure haloes (hereafter subhalos; e.g. Klypin
et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999; Reed et al. 2005; Springel et
al. 2008; Ishiyama et al. 2013), remnants of the merging hi-
erarchy through which their hosts assembled. Cosmological
N-body simulations have revealed that the number density of
these subhalos increases with decreasing subhalo mass scale
(e.g. Reed et al. 2005), approximately as nsub ∝ M−αsub, with
α ' 1.9 (e.g. Gao et al. 2004; Diemand, Kuhlen, & Madau
2007; Springel et al. 2008; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2014), and
this applies equally in the dark matter host halos of massive
galaxy clusters of 1015M down to the hosts of galaxies like
the Milky Way (∼ 1012M) and dwarfs (e.g. Angulo et al.
2009; Xie & Gao 2015; Rodriguez-Puebla et al. 2016).
Alternatives to the CDM model, such as Warm Dark Matter
(WDM), suppress the abundance of low-mass dark matter ha-
los, and consequently the abundance of subhalos, (e.g. Smith
& Markovic 2011; Schneider et al. 2013; Benson et al. 2013;
Pacucci et al. 2013), but distinguishing between these alter-
natives and CDM in a robust fashion has proven challenging
(e.g. Knebe et al. 2008). The mass scale at which differences
between plausible dark matter models is most likely to be ev-
ident – at or below the scale of the satellites of the Milky
Way (e.g. Anderhalden et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2014) –
is also the mass scale at or below which galaxy formation is
inefficient and apparently stochastic (e.g. Boylan-Kolchin et
al. 2011; Power et al. 2014a; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2016).
The latest generation of cosmological hydrodynamical galaxy
formation simulations in the CDM model can produce satel-
lite populations that are broadly consistent with observations
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(e.g. Brooks & Zolotov 2014, Sawala et al. 2016a, Sawala et
al. 2016b, Dutton et al. 2016, Wetzel et al. 2016, Zhu et al.
2016). However, it is noteworthy that the internal properties
of galaxies and their satellites in plausible alternatives, such
as WDM or Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM), can also
provide similarly good consistency with observations (e.g.
Zavala et al. 2013, Herpich et al. 2014, Colı´n et al. 2015, El-
bert et al. 2015, Fry et al. 2015, Governato et al. 2015).
These results suggest that, provided a galaxy can form,
the properties of the galaxy that we observe are likely to be
shaped by the physics of galaxy formation rather than the
physics of dark matter (e.g. Herpich et al. 2014). Arguably
this is not so surprising, when one considers the relative dom-
inance of baryonic material for the central gravitational po-
tential in all but the most dark matter dominated galaxies, and
the relatively short timescales (e.g. crossing times, cooling
times) in these regions. What about the outskirts of galaxies,
where timescales are long and the influence of dark matter
dominates that of baryons? Could these regions offer a test of
the underlying dark matter model?
Deep observations of the Milky Way and external galax-
ies reveal that they are embedded in diffuse, extended stellar
structures of shells, streams, and halos (Freeman & Bland-
Hawthorn 2002; Helmi 2008). These structures are strikingly
evident around our nearest massive galactic neighbour, M31 –
see, for example, results from the PAndAS (e.g. McConnachie
et al. 2009; Mackey et al. 2010) and SPLASH surveys (e.g.
Gilbert et al. 2012) – and they are also apparent in deep
imaging of more distant galaxies (e.g. Martı´nez-Delgado et
al. 2010; Radburn-Smith et al. 2011; Monachesi et al. 2013;
Trujillo & Bakos 2013; Crnojevic´ et al. 2015). Stellar halos
are predicted to arise naturally in hierarchical galaxy forma-
tion models, built up, at least partially, by the merger and ac-
cretion events that drive galaxy assemly (e.g. Searle & Zinn
1978; Helmi & White 1999; Bullock & Johnston 2005; Abadi,
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Navarro, & Steinmetz 2006; Johnston et al. 2008; Zolotov
et al. 2009; Cooper et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011; Scanna-
pieco et al. 2011; McCarthy et al. 2012; Cooper et al. 2013);
partially, because cosmological galaxy formation simulations
have demonstrated that such halos likely have a dual origin,
comprising of a component that formed in-situ (cf. Abadi,
Navarro, & Steinmetz 2006; Zolotov et al. 2009; Font et al.
2011), in addition to the accreted component that formed via
tidal disruption of satellite galaxies (e.g. Bullock & Johnston
2005) and star clusters (e.g. Boley et al. 2009). The in-situ
component is believed to originate in dynamical heating of
the stellar disc at early times (cf. McCarthy et al. 2012), and
so it dominates at smaller galacto-centric radius; in contrast,
the outer halo is dominated by the accreted component (e.g.
Zolotov et al. 2009, Scannapieco et al. 2011, Amorisco 2015,
Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016).
In this paper, we investigate how the underlying dark matter
model might influence this accreted component by exploring
the spatial and kinematic structure of stellar halos of simu-
lated galaxies, to which we refer hereafter as extended stel-
lar components (ESCs), and focus on those that form in cos-
mological galaxy formation simulations in CDM and WDM
models. We reason that there should be an imprint on prop-
erties of the accreted component; because this component
is built up through mergers and accretions of lower mass
satellite galaxies, it follows that a dark matter model that
suppresses the abundance of low-mass subhalos, and con-
sequently low-mass satellite galaxies, is likely to result in
less massive – and lower luminosity – ESCs at large galacto-
centric radii, or equally, more centrally concentrated ESCs in
WDM models compared to the CDM counterpart.
We do not expect the dynamics of subhalos to differ signif-
icantly between CDM and WDM models (e.g. Knebe et al.
2008). The orbital distribution will be preferentially radial
(Benson 2005), while the orbits of lower mass subhalos and
their satellites will require many pericentric passages to de-
cay (Tormen, Diaferio, & Syer 1998); this implies that tidally
stripped stars from a low-mass satellite can be spread over
large galacto-centric distances, and the greater the number of
low-mass satellite undergoing such tidal stripping, the greater
the radial extent of the resulting ESC. We make the reasonable
assumption that the physical processes that govern galaxy for-
mation (e.g. cooling, star formation, feedback) should not de-
pend on the underlying dark matter, consistent with previous
studies (e.g. Herpich et al. 2014; Governato et al. 2015). This
means that differences in the properties of the accreted com-
ponent of the ESC should reflect differences in the abundance
of satellites, which depends on the subhalo abundance. These
differences could be accessible to future surveys that target the
diffuse, low surface brightness environs of galaxies, extending
the work of deep imaging studies such as PAndAS (cf. Mc-
Connachie et al. 2009) and SPLASH (e.g. Gilbert et al. 2012)
and the the “Dragonfly Telephoto Array” (cf. van Dokkum et
al. 2014), and so potentially represents an observational test
of dark matter.
In the remainder of this paper, we present our exploration
of this idea, using cosmological zoom simulations of a set of
six Milky Way mass system (M200 ' 2 × 1012h−1M). In all
six cases, we follow their formation and evolution in a fidu-
cial CDM model, and for one system we carry out a further
set of simulations in three WDM models, with equivalent par-
ticle masses of mWDM=0.5, 1 and 2 keV/c2; we motivate these
choices below. All simulations assume the same prescriptions
for cooling, star formation and supernova feedback, and we
carry out a set of simulations to assess the sensitivity of our
predictions to the assumed galaxy formation parameters. De-
tails of the simulations are presented in §2. Results of our
analysis are given in §3; here we quantify the z=0 spatial and
kinematic structure of the ESC; verify that these results are
reasonable in the context of the mass assembly histories of
the galaxies and the orbital structure of the ESC; and estimate
whether or not the differences could provide a useful test of
dark matter, allowing for the system-to-system variation we
might expect within the CDM model. Finally, in §4, we sum-
marise our results.
2. SIMULATIONS
PARENT SIMULATION The parent ΛCDM N-body simulation
is a 2563 particle Lbox = 50h−1Mpc cube. Following Komatsu
et al. (2011), we assume total matter, baryon, and dark energy
density parameters of Ωm = 0.275, Ωb = 0.0458, and ΩΛ =
0.725, and dimensionless Hubble parameter of h = 0.702,
and we compute the CDM power spectrum using CAMB (cf.
Lewis et al. 2000), with a power spectrum normalisation of
σ8 = 0.816 and primordial spectral index ns = 0.968. This
results in a particle mass of mp ' 5.6 × 108h−1M. The sim-
ulation is run with GADGET2 (Springel 2005) with a constant
comoving gravitational softening  = 5h−1kpc, and candidate
haloes for resumulation are identified in the friends-of-friends
(FOF) group catalogue at z=0, where we use a linking length
of b=0.2d¯. Note that we post-process each FOF group to
compute its centre of density ~rcen (using the iterative “shrink-
ing spheres” method; cf. Power et al. 2003) and obtain virial
masses, which we define as
M200 =
4pi
3
× 200 × ρcrit,0R3200; (1)
here ρcrit,0 = 2.7755 × 1011Mh2Mpc−3 is the critical density
of the Universe at z=0. We select Milky Way mass haloes as
those having virial masses of M200 ∼ 2 × 1012h−1M, which
ensures that they are resolved at z=0 with ∼ 3, 500 particles;
this is sufficient to define accurately the Lagrangian region at
high redshifts from which the halo collapses.
GALAXY RESIMULATIONS We resimulate a suite of 6 Milky
Way mass halos (MW01-MW06; see Table 1 for details) with
both dark matter and gas. They were chosen to reside in low-
density (void) regions, identified using the V-web algorithm of
Hoffman et al. (2012), which is a kinematic classification of
the cosmic web based on diagonalisation of the local velocity
shear tensor. Our approach to generating initial conditions is
presented in detail in Power et al. (2014b), but we summarise
the key steps as follows.
1. We select all particles within radius 5R200 at z=0 cen-
tred on ~rcen of the halo of interest within the parent sim-
ulation, and use these to define the Lagrangian volume
encompassing the desired high resolution region in the
resimulation initial conditions at z = ∞.
2. We populate this high resolution region with both dark
matter and gas particles whose relative mass densities
are set by the baryon and dark matter density pararme-
ters Ωb = 0.0458 and ΩDM = 0.2292, and whose num-
ber densities are set by the desired maximum mass res-
olution of the resimulation. This high resolution region
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Table 1
Galaxy Properties at z=0. For each of the galaxies that form in our runs with fiducial galaxy formation parameters, we give (1) the virial mass, M200, as
defined in the text; (2,3) fg and fs, the fraction of M200 in gas and stars, respectively; (3,4,5) Nd, Ng, Ns, the number of dark matter, gas, and star particles within
R200; and (6,7,8) σd3D, σ
g
3D, and σ
s
3D, the 3D velocity dispersions of all the dark matter, gas, and star particles within R200.
M200 fg fs Nd Ng Ns σd3D σ
g
3D σ
s
3D
[h−1M] [km/s] [km/s] [km/s]
MW01 2.95 × 1012 0.095 0.077 518,571 298,102 242,495 303 149 410
MW02
WDM0.5 2.19 × 1012 0.099 0.083 374,586 227,325 190,160 293 122 329
WDM1 2.28 × 1012 0.098 0.079 392,963 233,625 190,266 302 156 327
WDM2 2.203 × 1012 0.095 0.077 380,905 217,819 176,575 298 137 324
CDM 2.26 × 1012 0.086 0.096 385,618 204,528 227,176 319 134 369
MW03 2.24 × 1012 0.115 0.079 392,963 233,625 190,266 302 156 327
MW04 2.45 × 1012 0.097 0.08 370,748 217,678 179,171 296 147 383
MW05 2.33 × 1012 0.108 0.077 383,492 253,462 167,170 298 127 368
MW06 2.54 × 1012 0.119 0.048 392,423 279,630 111,835 265 151 292
is then embedded within regions of coarser mass reso-
lution consisting of collisionless tidal particles, where
the average particle mass increases with increasing dis-
tance from the centre of the high resolution patch.
3. We choose a starting redshift zstart, in this case zstart =
99, and impose the appropriate set of density perturba-
tions on the composite particle distribution.
The first set are applied to all particles and are the orig-
inal perturbations used in the parent simulation, with
minimum and maximum wavenumbers, kmin = 2pi/Lbox
and kmax = piNparent/Lbox; here Lbox is the length of the
parent cube and Nparent is the number of particles on a
side within this cube.
The second set are applied to the particles in the high
resolution region and are a new set of perturbations
that were not present in the initial conditions; note that
we sample from the appropiate baryon and dark matter
power spectra for the gas and dark matter particles sepa-
rately. Here the minimum and maximum wavenumbers
are kmin = 2pi/Lhires and kmax = piNhires/Lhires, where
Lhires is the length of the cube encompassing the high
resolution patch and Nhires is the number of particles on
a side within this cube.
4. Finally, we use the Zel’dovich approximation to gen-
erate particles’ initial displacements and velocities (cf.
Zel’dovich 1970; Efstathiou et al. 1985).
In the case of MW02, we run a series of simulations in which
we vary galaxy formation parameters and numerical resolu-
tion (see below), and, crucially for this study, the underlying
dark matter model. Following Bode et al. (2001), we obtain
the initial power spectra for our WDM models by filtering the
CDM power spectrum with an additional transfer function of
the form
TWDM(k) =
(
PWDM(k)
PCDM(k)
)1/2
=
[
1 + (α k)2ν
]−5/ν
(2)
where α is a function of the WDM particle mass (see equa-
tion A9 of Bode et al. 2001), k is the wave-number and ν=1.2
is a numerical constant. We do not include an additional ve-
locity to mimic the effects of free-streaming in the early Uni-
verse. Arguably this omission is likely to be unimportant for
the WDM particle masses we consider (e.g. Colı´n et al. 2008;
Angulo, Hahn, & Abel 2013), but we note also that modelling
this effect correctly in a N-body simulation is difficult – it can
lead to an unphysical excess of small-scale power in the initial
conditions if the simulation is started too early (see Figure 1
of Colı´n et al. 2008 for a nice illustration of this problem) – so
for clarity we ignore this effect (see also discussion in Power
2013).
In running our suite of resimulations, we use a version of
GADGET3 that has been extended to model various galaxy for-
mation processes, which we describe briefly in the following
subsection. Our version of GADGET3 solves the equations of
hydrodynamics using SPHS, a form of SPH that includes a
higher order dissipation switch (SPHS; cf. Read & Hayfield
2012; Hobbs et al. 2013; Power et al. 2014b; Sembolini et al.
2016) with a Wendland C4 kernel with 200 neighbours (cf.
Dehnen & Aly 2012). Gravitational force softenings are set
using the Power et al. (2003) criterion, opt = 4R200/
√
N200,
where N200 is the number of particles within R200 (cf. Table 1).
GALAXY FORMATION PRESCRIPTION We follow the pre-
scriptions for cooling, star formation, and supernova feed-
back set out in Hobbs et al. (2013), which we now describe
briefly. Gas cools radiatively at temperatures above 104 fol-
lowing Katz et al. (1996), assuming primordial abundances,
and between 104 and a floor of Tfloor=102K following the pre-
scription of Mashchenko et al. (2008). These simulations do
not include chemical evolution, which will influence cooling
rates as the abundance of heavier elements increases, espe-
cially in higher density regions, but we are interested princi-
pally in relative differences and adopt the same cooling rates
in all of the resimulations.
Gas is prevented from cooling to the point at which the
Jeans mass for gravitational collapse becomes unresolved. We
quantify mass resolution as Mres = Nres mgas, where mgas is the
mass of a gas particle and Nres is the number of gas particles
that correspond to a single resolution element; this is set to
Nres = 128, which is reasonable for our choice of smoothing
kernel (for further discussion, see Hobbs et al. 2013). This
ensures that the Jeans mass is always resolved within our sim-
ulations, and we write the Jeans density as
ρJ =
(
pi k T
µmpG
)3
M−2res (3)
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where k is Boltzmann’s constant, G is the Gravitational con-
stant, T is gas temperature, mp is the proton mass, and Mres
is the mass resolution, as defined above. This manifests
as a polytropic equation of state P = A(s)ρ4/3, where s is
the entropy; gas is prevented from collapsing to densities
higher than given by Eq 3, and any gas that lies on the poly-
trope forms stars above a fixed density threshold with an effi-
ciency of η=0.1, in accord with observations of giant molecu-
lar clouds(e.g. Lada & Lada 2003). The star formation rate
follows the Schmidt (1959) and Kennicutt (1998) relation,
ρSFR ∝ ρ3/2gas , which we implement by employing the dynami-
cal time as the relevant star formation timescale, i.e.
dρ∗
dt
= η
ρgas
tdyn
. (4)
We include feedback from supernovae (SNe) by injecting
thermal energy from active star particles into nearby gas par-
ticles. Finite resolution implies that each star particle repre-
sents a single stellar population, which we assume to have a
Salpeter (1955) initial mass function, and they become active
once the age of the star particle exceeds the mean main se-
quence age of stars more massive than 8 M and less massive
than the maximum value of 100 M. At that point energy
equivalent to NSNe times the individual supernova energy of
ESN = 1051 ergs is injected as a delta function in time into
a mass of Mres gas particles, thereby ensuring that both star
formation and feedback is resolved.
3. RESULTS
VISUAL IMPRESSION In Figure 1, we show how the projected
density of stellar material within a 50 h−1 kpc radius, centred
on the galaxy, varies between the fiducial CDM run and its
WDM counterparts. In each case, we have rotated the system
such that the central galaxy is viewed edge-on in the frame of
its principal axes, which we do by diagonalising the reduced
moment of inertia tensor computed for star particles within
spherical shells,
Ii j =
∑ ∆xi∆x j
r2
. (5)
Here we compute offsets in the three spatial components ∆xi
with respect to the centre of density of the mass distribution,
projected onto the unit sphere, and then diagonalise to obtain
eigenvalues, which provide a measure of the shape of the stel-
lar mass distribution within the shell, and eigenvectors, which
provide us with the necessary rotation matrix to convert co-
ordinates into the principal axes. When rotating the system,
we use the rotation matrix derived from the innermost shell of
particles.
This Figure reveals a number of points worthy of note.
First, the stellar distribution within the galaxies takes the form
of a disc, with a radial scale length that is broadly the same
in each of the runs; visually, the CDM disc appears slightly
more compact than the corresponding WDM discs. Second,
the projected density of extra-disc stellar material is greatest
at small galacto-centric radii, and it is flattened in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the disc. Third, and most significantly
for this study, we observe that the spatial extent of extra-disc
material is similar in the CDM and WDM mWDM=2 keV/c2
runs, but the density appears to decline more rapidly in the
WDM mWDM=0.5 and 1 keV/c2 runs.
MASS DISTRIBUTION The flattening evident in Figure 1 is
quantified in Figure 2, where we show how the minor-to-
major axis ratio c/a varies with radius. The behaviour of
c/a measured for the different components is broadly similar
across the different dark matter models – the dark matter c/a
varies little with radius (∼ 0.8 − 0.9), whereas c/a for both
the gas and stars is small at small radii (∼ 0.2 − 0.4 at R ∼<
0.05 − 0.1R200) before rising rapidly between ∼ 0.1 − 0.2R200
to c/a ∼ 0.7 for the stellar component and c/a ∼ 0.8 − 0.9 for
the gas component. This is consistent with our visual impres-
sion in Figure 1, at least for the stellar component.
In Figure 3, we focus on the spherically averaged mass den-
sity profiles at z=0 for the stars, gas, and dark matter (green,
blue, and red curves) in the CDM and WDM mWDM=2, 1,
and 0.5 keV/c2 keV runs (dotted-dashed, dotted, dashed, and
solid curves) respectively. Profiles are constructed by defin-
ing the centre of density ~rcen of the composite system using
the shrinking spheres method (cf. Power et al. 2003), sorting
particles by radius, and assigning them to 25 spherical log-
arithmic bins equally spaced between Rmin = 0.01R200 and
R200.
Interestingly, differences in the dark matter and gas mass
profiles are small between dark matter models, especially at
radii R/R200 ∼> 0.1. At smaller radii, the spherically averaged
gas density differs by a factor of a few in density over a factor
of a few in radius within R/R200 ∼ 0.1, but these differences
occur in the peripheries of the galaxy disc. However, there are
striking differences in the spherically averaged stellar mass
density; outside of the region within which the galaxy disc
reside, between R/R200 ∼ 0.1 and R/R200 ∼ 0.5, we find that
the spherically averaged stellar density is approximately an
order of magnitude smaller in the WDM mWDM=1 and 0.5
keV/c2 runs than in the CDM and WDM 2 keV/c2 runs.
As we demonstrate in Appendix Figure 9, we expect these
differences in the spherically averaged mass profiles of the
ESC to be relatively insensitive to our choice of galaxy param-
eters parameters – the properties of the central galaxy show a
much greater dependence on what we assume for the thresh-
old for star formation (nthresh) or strength of supernova feed-
back (feed). On the other hand, we expect our results to be
sensitive to mass resolution – as we resolve lower mass sys-
tems and gas can reach higher densities, where star formation
occurs and how it is affected by, for example, feedback, will
affect when stars form and the rate at which satellites disrupt;
this is evident as we go to higher resolution. As we show in
Figure 9), this is apparent especially within the central regions
where the galaxy resides at z ' 3 (the latest time at which we
we have data available currently), although the properties of
the ESC are reasonably consistent between resolutions. How-
ever, we focus on relative differences in this study, and we are
confident that the runs we use are adequate for this purpose.
To what extent are these differences at z=0 evident at ear-
lier times? In Figure 4, we track the growth of the total virial
mass, which we define as M200 at all redshifts, as well as
the gas and stellar masses within R200 at each redshift. At
late times, the masses in the different components are simi-
lar across the models, but as we go to earlier times (z ∼> 4),
differences between the models become apparent. The rate at
which both the total mass (upper curves) and gas mass (mid-
dle curves) grows is similar in the CDM, WDM 2 and 1 keV
models, but there is a substantial lag in the 0.5 keV model;
the rate at which the stellar mass grows shows greater varia-
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Figure 1. Projected density of stellar material within 50 h−1 kpc radius of galaxy at z=0. The CDM case is shown in the top left; the WDM mWDM=2, 1,
and 0.5 keV/c2 cases are shown in the top right, bottom left and right respectively. In each case, we have rotated the galaxy coordinates such that it is viewed
edge on in the frame of the principal axes; see text for further details on how this has been calculated.
tion between the models and is evident down as late as z ∼ 1.
We explore the growth the stellar mass in more detail in Fig-
ure 5, where we separate stellar mass within R200 into contri-
butions from R/R200 < 0.1, which contain the central galaxy
(upper curves), and 0.1 ≤ R/R200 ≤ 0.8 (lower curves). This
reveals that, at late times especially, the amount of stellar mass
associated with the central galaxy is consistent between the
different dark matter runs; the differences that we see in Fig-
ure 4 are driven by differences in the outer stellar component
surrounding the galaxy. The contribution from the outer stel-
lar component in the CDM model is ∼ 2 × 109h−1M at z=0
and has remained at this level since z ' 4; the contributions
in the WDM 1 and 0.5 keV models are approximately 1/2 and
1/4 of this at z=0, but these were larger in the past, by roughly
a factor of 2 at z ' 4.
KINEMATICS AND ORBITS Figures 3 and 5 confirm our visual
impression that the density of stellar material outside of the
galaxy disc drops off more rapidly in the WDM 1 and 0.5 keV
runs when compared to the CDM and WDM 2 keV runs. In
Figure 6 we investigate whether or not this reflects differences
in the kinematics of the stellar material, because the nature of
the orbits that a population of stars follow will be imprinted
on the mass density profile. We quantify this by considering
the ratio of the tangential and radial velocity dispersions, σtan
and σrad, which allow us to estimate the velocity anisotropy
as a function of radius. σtan/σrad ∼ 1 indicates that orbits are
approximately isotropic; σtan/σrad < 1 indicates that orbits
are preferentially radial; while σtan/σrad > 1 indicates prefer-
entially tangential orbits.
Figure 6 reveals that the velocity anistropy of the dark mat-
ter is similar in each of the runs, isotropic at small radii
and becoming mildly radial at larger radii. The velocity
anisotropy of the gas shows that it is preferentially tangen-
tial (unsurprisingly) within R200. Between R/R200 ∼ 0.3
and R/R200 ∼ 1, it is mildly tangential and declining with
increasing radius, and the behaviour is broadly similar be-
tween the runs. Within R/R200 ∼ 0.3, the behaviour differs
6 Power & Robotham
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Figure 2. Radial variation of minor-to-major axis (c/a) ratio at z=0. We
have computed a simple measure of the flattening of the mass distribution,
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and red curves) in the fiducial CDM run (dotted-dashed curves) and WDM
mWDM=2, 1, and 0.5 keV/c2 curves (dotted, dashed, and solid curves).
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Figure 3. Spherically Averaged Mass Profiles at z=0. Here we show spher-
ically averaged stellar, gas, and dark matter mass profiles (green, blue and red
curves) in the fiducial CDM run (dotted-dashed curves) and WDM 2, 1 and
0.5 keV curves (dotted, dashed, and solid curves).
sharply and with no obvious trend with underlying dark mat-
ter model; the anisotropy peaks withσtan/σrad ∼ 3−4 between
R/R200 ∼ 0.02 − 0.1. The stellar material follows preferen-
tially tangetial orbits within R/R200 ∼ 0.1, as we would expect
from the degree of flattening evident in Figure 1, but becomes
markedly radial between R/R200 ∼ 0.1 and R/R200 ∼ 1. There
are differences within R/R200 ∼ 0.1 between the CDM run
and the WDM runs; the anistropy profile peaks and starts to
roll over at a smaller radius (R/R200 ∼ 0.02) in the CDM run
than in the WDM runs (R/R200 ∼ 0.04), which reflects the
slightly smaller radial scale length we have observed already.
At the larger radii of most interest when considering the ESC,
however, we find no appreciable differences.
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Figure 4. Growth of Virial Mass with Redshift. Here we show how the
virial mass M200, including stellar, gas, and dark matter mass (black curves),
and the stellar and gas masses (green and blue curves resectively) within R200
have been assembled as a function of redshift, in the fiducial CDM model
(dotted-dashed curves) and in the WDM 2, 1 and 0.5 keV models (dotted,
dashed, and solid curves respectively).
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Could differences in the spatial structure of the ESC reflect
differences in the kinds of orbits traced out by the progenitors
of the material that composes in the ESC? We check this ex-
plicitly in Figure 7, where we probe the orbits of the stellar
material that lie within the radial range 0.1 ∼< R/R200 ≤ 1 at
z=0. Here we characterise the orbit by Rmin, the minimum
peri-centric distance from the centre of the galaxy, estimated
from the minimum turning point of the curve tracking star
particle radius versus time2; star particles that are on their ini-
tial infall onto the system lie on the diagonal of Rmin versus
R0, where R0 is the present day radius. In this Figure, we
2 Note that this is distinct from pericentre of first infall; this minimum
decreases gradually with the number of orbits.
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(dotted-dashed curves) and WDM 2, 1, and 0.5 keV (dotted, dashed, and solid
curves) runs.
smooth the distribution of Rmin and R0 using a 2D binned ker-
nel density estimate. Our expectation is that satellite galaxies
will follow preferentially radial orbits that bring them close
to the centre of the potential, and this is borne out by this
plot – the majority of the stellar material has values of Rmin
within a narrow range between ∼ 10 and ∼ 20h−1kpc. Few of
the star particles that constitute the ESC are infalling for the
first time, and satellites that have yet to disrupt are apparent
as dense knots in the distribution. The key point here is that
there is no systematic difference between the distributions in
the four models; orbits are preferentially radial (cf. Benson
2005, Abadi, Navarro, & Steinmetz 2006, Khochfar & Burk-
ert 2006, Font et al. 2011, Wetzel 2011, Rashkov et al. 2013,
Jiang et al. 2015) and there is no compelling reason why the
distribution should differ between CDM and plausible WDM
models, as is borne out by numerical simulations (e.g. Knebe
et al. 2008) – material funnels from the cosmic web and into
the potential of the halo, which does not differ substantially
between models.
A POTENTIAL TEST OF DARK MATTER? The results presented
so far suggest that the low surface brightness surroundings
of galaxies could contain the observable imprint of dark mat-
ter. Could, because the differences between the fiducial CDM
model and WDM are really only evident in the runs with the
more extreme candidates (i.e. mWDM <2 keV/c2). However,
for the same reasons that we argued that there should be dif-
ferences betweenn the CDM model and dark matter models
in which the abundance of substructure is suppressed, we can
also argue that there should be natural halo-to-halo variation
within the CDM model, reflecting variations in assembly his-
tories.
In Figure 8, we show spherically averaged density profiles
for six runs in the CDM model (including the run already pre-
sented), all with virial masses of M200 ' 2 × 1012h−1M at
z=0 (cf. Table 1), and all selected to lie in low-density en-
vironments. This Figure highlights the difficulty of using the
ESC as a test of dark matter – the system-to-system varia-
tion in the properties of the ESC are as large as we see in the
model-to-model variation when we vary the underlying dark
matter model. However, it does suggest that the ESC can be
used to extend the concept of galactic archaeology to systems
beyond the Milky Way and Andromeda, as is being done in
nearby galaxies (e.g. Martı´nez-Delgado et al. 2010; Radburn-
Smith et al. 2011; van Dokkum et al. 2014) and groups (e.g.
the PISCeS survey Crnojevic´ et al. 2015), and will become
possible for statistical samples of galaxies within the Local
Volume with, for example, LSST (cf. LSST Science Collab-
oration et al. 2009). Combining metallicity, kinematics, and
spatial structure, it should be possible to trace the assembly
history of galaxies.
4. SUMMARY
We have used a set of cosmological zoom galaxy forma-
tion simulations of Milky Way mass galaxies, with M200 '
2 × 1012h−1M at z=0, to explore whether or not the spatial
and kinematic properties of the diffuse, extended stellar com-
ponents (ESCs), in which galaxies are embedded, might de-
pend on the underlying dark matter model. In our simulations
of a single system in which we vary the underlying dark mat-
ter model, this ESC extends from approximately 15h−1kpc,
the outskirts of the galaxy disc, to R200 ' 200h−1kpc, and
the stellar remnants of disrupting satellite galaxies make a
signficant contribution to its mass. For our dark matter mod-
els, we considered fiducial Cold Dark Matter (CDM) and
Warm Dark Matter (WDM) alternatives with particle masses
of mWDM=0.5, 1, and 2 keV/c2; as we discussed in §2, al-
though models with mWDM < 2keV/c2 are not favoured by
current observational limits, we are interested in establishing
whether or not dark matter models that alter the abundance
of substructure could leave an imprint on observable proper-
ties of galaxies. Because the orbital properties of subhalos in
CDM and WDM models are similar, the suppression of low-
mass subhalos in WDM models means that the average sub-
halo mass is more massive than in the corresponding CDM
model, which implies shorter merging timescales on average.
The tail of low-mass subhalos with long merging timescales
in the CDM model means that satellites disrupting in the tidal
field of the galaxy lose mass over an extended radial range,
tracking their orbit. In other words, the nature of dark matter
should be evident in the structure of the ESC, which should
be more centrally concentrated in WDM models with lower
particle masses (i.e. warmer dark matter).
Our results confirm our expectation that properties of the
ESC do vary with the underlying dark matter model, but that
differences are most readily apparent only in the more exteme
WDM models that we consider, with mWDM < 2keV/c2. The
average stellar density between 15h−1kpc ∼< R ∼< 150h−1kpc
in the mWDM=0.5 and 1 keV/c2 runs is a factor of ∼ 10 smaller
than in the mWDM=2 keV/c2 and CDM runs. This difference
is imprinted early in the history of the galaxy at least back to
z ' 4 – and persists to the present day. Interestingly, the prop-
erties of the central galaxy, a thin rotationally supported disc,
are in good agreement between the different models, consis-
tent with the conclusions of previous studies (e.g. Herpich et
al. 2014). Otherwise, the degree of flattening as measured by
the axis ratio c/a; the kinematics as measured by the ratio of
radial to tangential velocity dispersions, σtan/σrad; and the or-
bits of stars, as estimated from the distribution of pericentric
distance rmin to present day position r0, are all indistinguish-
able between models. Similarly, the properties of the dark
matter halo and gas are also in very good agreement between
models.
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Figure 7. Orbital eccentricities of the extended stellar component Here we have tracked the orbits of individual star particles and estimated the eccentricity e
as the ratio of rmin to rmax, where where both are computed following initial pericentric passage. The CDM case is shown in the top left; the WDM 2 keV, 1 keV
and 0.5 keV cases are shown in the top right, bottom left and right respectively.
Using properties of the ESC to place observational limits
on plausible dark matter models that suppress the abundance
of low-mass subhalos, and consequently satellites, is likely to
be challenging, however. Analysing the results of a further
five zoom simulations of Milky Way mass galaxies, all se-
lected to lie within a similar low-density environment, we find
sufficient system-to-system variation in the properties of the
spherically averaged stellar density profile beyond the central
stellar component – all flattened and rotationally supported –
to make observational measurements using spatial structure
alone that distinguish between even the more extreme WDM
models (i.e. mWDM < 2keV/c2) and CDM unconvincing.
Note that we have focussed essentially on the unresolved
ESC – simply considering the spatial and kinematic distri-
bution of stellar material in galactic outskirts, because these
should be accessible to deep imaging surveys, possibly stack-
ing large numbers of galaxies by central galaxy stellar mass or
halo mass bins. It is worth noting that there may be potential
to look at the resolved ESC and to combine spatial, kinematic
and metallicity substructure information to test dark matter;
this will require the kind of statistical sample of Local Volume
galaxies that will be accessible with LSST (LSST Science
Collaboration et al. 2009). Even if this remains a challenging
test of dark matter, there is good reason to expect that we can
use properties of the ESC to explore the mass assembly his-
tories of galaxies, tracing merger and accretion events using
material in the outer halo, and placing limits of the growth of
galaxies in the context of their larger scale environment. We
will explore this idea in forthcoming work.
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Figure 9. Influence of Galaxy Formation Parameters and Mass Resolution. Left: Here we show how our choice of galaxy formation parameters affect
the spherically averaged stellar, gas, and dark matter mass profiles (green, blue and red curves) in the galaxy at z ' 1. Solid curves correspond to our fiducial
parameter set, while the dashed curve corresponds to a run with an increased temperature floor of 104K. The remaining curves indicate runs with strong and no
feedback (dotted and dotted-dashed), and more and less efficient star formation (long dashed and short-dashed-long dashed. Right: Here we show how mass
resolution affects spherically averaged stellar, at z ' 3; fiducial galaxy formation parameters are used. The high resolution run (dashed curves) has a particle mass
of 1/5rmth that used in the standard resolution runs (solid curves) used in this paper. There are differences in the central stellar density – within the galaxy, such
that there is a higher density in the lower resolution run – and in the gas density at intermediate radii, but the shape and amplitude of the stellar density within the
ESC is similar between the different resolutions.
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APPENDIX
SENSITIVITY TO GALAXY FORMATION PARAMETERS
Here we explore the extent to which the structure of the extended stellar component, as well as the central stellar, gas, and dark
matter components, as sensitive to our choice of galaxy formation parameters. We consider variations in three parameters;
1. the physical threshold density for star formation, nthresh;
2. the strength of feedback, feed; and
3. the temperature floor, Tfloor, which is the minimum temperature that we allow gas to cool to.
In the first two cases, we consider larger and smaller values of the parameters relative to the fiducial case (i.e. more/less efficient
star formation of nthresh = 0.1/100 nfidthresh, strong/no feedback, feed = 5/0 
fid
feed); in the third, we adopt a temperature floor of
Tfloor=104K, rather than the 100K. In addition, we compare the results of our standard run, using fiducial galaxy formation
parameters, with a particle mass of 1/5th finer in mass resolution. We show the resulting radial density profiles (ρ r2) in Figure 9.
In the left hand panel, where we investigate the sensitivity of our results to galaxy formation parameters, the most striking
differences arise at small radii, within the galaxy that forms – increasing the temperature floor, or the strength of feedback, results
in a drop in central density. Interestingly, varying the threshold for star formation also results in a drop in central density; because
feed is kept fixed, the combination of more efficient star formation and feedback compared to inefficient feedback appears to
conspire to produce comparable central densities. As far as the properties of the extended stellar component are affected, all of
the runs bar “No Feedback” produce mass profiles that are similar – the stellar component has a similar amplitude and shape,
while the gas and especially the dark matter components are very similar. In the absence of feedback, the stellar mass density
over the radial range ∼ 0.05 to ∼ 1 R200 is factor of ∼ 10 greater than in the other runs. The central stellar and gas densities within
the galaxy are similar to the fiducial run, but we note that the central dark matter density is lowered by a factor of a few.
In the right hand panel, we compare results of the system at z ' 3, the latest time we have available for the higher resolution
run currently. Differences in the central stellar density is apparent, with higher densities in the lower resolution run, as we
would expect given the relatively coarse resolution of our run (cf. Governato et al. 2010). However, the stellar density over the
radial range we are interested in is broadly consistent. It remains to be seen whether or not this holds at z=0 and at even higher
resolution, but at this point we might expect variations arising from our implementation of the physics of galaxy formation to be
as important, if not moreso.
